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1. In the remarkably simple but highly efficient sieve of A. Selberg [l], 
[2, Chap. 61 certain sums arise. One sided inequalities for a number of 
important applications are given in &rlanovskii [3] and a two-sided estimate is 
given in [2, Chap. 61. Here sharper estimates under rather general hypotheses 
will be given. 
Let N be a square-free number. Let k designate integers and p primes and 
let 
denote c ; F’ denote n 
,k,iL &,=I 
where ( j, k) denotes the greatest common divisor ofj and k. Hence the vertical 
stroke is used to exclude integers or primes which share a common factor 
with N. n’ will stand for the infinite product over all primes except those 
in N, but C’ will denote a finite sum or infinite sum as will be made clear 
in each case. When the lower limit in a sum is not specified it is 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let N be as above and let 
where p is the Mii6ius function and 
c?(P) = 0 ($) (1.2) 
for some a > 0. Then 
.A(4 = 9 (1 - $, j-J’ (1 - +) (1 + p%) log x + 4, (1.3) 
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where 
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11, j <K,loglog3N 
The constant KI depends on g but not on N or x. 
In the simplest application of the Selberg sieve g(p) 
this case IJ’ in (1.3) becomes 1. 
Actually (1.3) will be proved by first proving 
JlW = n’ (1 - +) (1 + pf$+) jr-J (1 - $1 log x 
PIN 
+ 0 (log log 3N), (1.5) 
(1.4) 
il(p - 1) and in 
where 0 has the same property as K1 , independence of N and x. 
THEOREM 2. Let 
J2(x) = c’ q +4 n (1 + dP>) (1.6) 
n<x PP 
with g(p) as in (1.2). Then 
le(“)=;log2~n (1 -#-f (1 --$)“(l -&)(l +&j 
PIN 
+ 0 {(log log 3Nx) log x + (log log 3N)2}. 
EXAMPLE. In the case of prime twins one has N = 2 and 
which in the above withg(p) = 2/(p - 2) gives 
J2W = $ log2 xpQ2 ;p---‘:; + O(log x log log x). 
2. The following lemma has a key role in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. 
As is common usage let u(n) be the number of distinct prime numbers which 
are factors of n, Let N, C’ and n’ be as above, 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let 
where 
m-4 = I-LOP) plk 
and f(p) = c + 0 (j)q > 
where C is a positive constant and a > 0. Then 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
and K depends only on f. 
The only use made of Lemma 2.1 is for the cases where C is 1 and 2. 
Note that Lemma 2.1 has the effect of replacingf(k) in the terms of the sum 
I(4 bY c ~(~1 at the cost of the error term I. It also introduces a convergent 
infinite product as a coefficient multiplying the sum in (2.3). 
An easy extension of Lemma 2.1 is also needed. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let 
Jo(x) = C’ qf(k) log k 
k<s 
(2.5) 
and let f and C be as in Lemma 2.1. Then 
Jo(x) = n’ (1 +f;;-cc) C’ q Wk) log k + I, , (2.6) 
where 
11 1 < &--to c’ s Cm(k) log k + K c’ l-“(‘) 0 1 
k<x ” +’ 
__ (Jo(k) 
k (2.7) 
and where K depends only on f. 
In proving Lemma 2.1 it is convenient to have the following well known 
result. 
LEMMA 2.3. For large k 
w(k) < 2 log it 
log log k ’ 
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PROOF. If W(K) = r and if p, , p3 ,..., p, are the distinct primes which 
are factors of k arranged in increasing size, then k 3 p,p, *a* p, . Hence 
log k > C log pi and since pj > j 
and so 
logk> C iogj~j’logrrdu=riogr-r 
j<c 1 
log r 
r-50gr-l. 
If r > log k/log log k then 
log Y > log log k - log log log k > (1 - T) log log k 
for E > 0 if k is large. Hence 
r<(l-~~~g~ogk-l<(l+‘)~ 
for large k. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.1. Let 
f(P) = a(P) (B(P) + 1) W-9 
where the functions a(p) and /3(p) will be determined shortly. Let 
a(1) = p( 1) = 1 and let 
Then 
Since p(k) = 0 unless k is square-free 
Ifk=ij 
(2.9) 
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Suppose there is a constant b such that 
(2.10) 
for j square-free. Then 
4-i) i H, 
(j.i)-1 (j.i)=l 
where 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
Choose jr so that 
2logb <a .>. 
loglogj’2 J .---II- 
Then by Lemma 2.3 
b(5) <j@ j > jl . 
For j <jr , w(j) has some bound and so there is a constant M, which depends 
on jI and b, such that 
bw(j) < M i <il. 
With no restriction it can be assumed M > I and so both of the above imply 
bu(5) < Mjta jZ 1. 
By using this in (2.12) 
1 H ( < M jz,f j-‘-ia < Ml (&)@, (2.13) 
where k’, depends on M and a. By writing the sum on the right of (2.11) as a 
product, 
c 1 cL”(i) 
j<ali 
iIy(j) = fl’ (1 -t- y)/fl (1 + F) f H. 
Pli 
(5.i)~1 
By using this and (2.13) in (2.9) 
where 
(2.15) 
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Choose a(p) and p(p) so that besides (2.8) 
which simplifies the sum in (2.14). Solving (2.8) and (2.16) 
@) = AfCp) - 0 
P+C 
W(P) +P> 
p(p) = p(f(p) - C) - 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
By (2.2) and (2.17) there is a constant b such that 
which proves (2.10). By (2.17) and (2.18) 
a(p)/?(p) = d--p; = c (1 + -$q . 
Hence 
where Ms is given by the infinite product 
M,=lQ++,. 
Hence (2.15) becomes 
Taking account of (2.16) in (2.14) this proves the lemma. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2. Proceeding as in Lemma 2.1 and setting k = g 
as above (2.9), one gets as in (2.9) 
J(x) = c’ y log ijor(ij) B(i). 
i3<r 
By using log zj’ = log i + logj, ]a( x is iven by two sums, The one contain- ) g 
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ing log i is treated exactly as in Lemma 2.1 and contributes the main term 
in (2.6) and the first sum on the right of (2.7) exactly as before. The one 
containing log j introduces the new sum 
(2.20) 
The term HI is now handled very crudely. Proceeding as in the derivation 
of (2.13) 
< M c j-l-@ log j < M, , 
i-cm 
where MS depends on M and a. In (2.20) this gives 
Using (2.19) in the above accounts for the last term on the right in (2.7). 
It will be convenient to use the easily proved well-known result 
l<$<af(4 = /;fW du + 4f(l) - ,: f’(u) ([4 + B - 4 du 
. . 
+ (M + 4 - 4fW9 (2.21) 
where as usual [x] represents the integral part of X. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1. With no restriction one can assume a < 1. 
UsingLemma2.1withC=landf=l+g 
J&v) = n’ (1 + ~~) c’ q + I, (3-l) 
k<a 
where 
(3.2) 
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The sum in (3.1) is 
where 
(3.4) 
To evaluate the sum in (3.3) the notation xiijci, N) will be used to denote a sum 
on i where i is a divisor of bothj and N. Thus 
By settingj = ik in the inner sum 
by (2.21), and the above holds even if i > x. Hence 
logsfl(1 -j-)-C’+)logi+O(H,) 
PIN i[N 
where 
Reasoning as in (4.6) and below 
z-l, = O(log log 3N). 
In (3.3) this and (3.4) give 
1 ’ I.44 
k<z 
K- : n’ (1 $) #$’ -. $, logx - c p(i)fogi[ 
ilN 
f O(log log 3N). 
In (3.1) this and (3.2) gives (1 S). Theorem 1 will follow from (1 S) by Lem- 
ma 4.1 below. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Again with no restriction assume a < 1. If n is 
square free 
T(n) = 24n) = c 1. 
ij=n 
Hence by Lemma 2.1 with C = 2 and f = 2( 1 + g), (1.6) gives 
where 
Since trivially 
&T(n) = Y 1% Y + O(Y), 
partial summation gives 
I = O(log x) 
Let 
(35) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3-g) 
By Theorem 1 with x replaced by x/j and N replaced by Nj, and g = 0. 
c 
k<xlj 
9 = fl(1 - $) & (&) log T + 0 (log log 3Nj). 
Uc,Nj)=l 
Hence 
+ O{(log log 3Nx) log x}, (3.9) 
where (3.6) was used. Writing log x/j = log x - log j 
Jdx) = ,-$ (1 - jy) I-I’ (1 - $I ad4 1% x - Mx)l 
+ O({log log 3Nx) log x}, (3.10) 
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and 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
By using Theorem 1 with g(p) = - l/( 1 + p) 
hl(4 = rJ (1 - $1 n’ (1 - $1 (1 - &, log x 
+ 0 (log log 3N). (3.13) 
By using Lemma 2.2 with C = 1 andf(p) = p/(p + 1) 
J33(x) = n’ (1 - &) E, qQ log k + O(log X)> (3.14) 
\ 
where the term O(log x) follows easily from (2.7) with C = I. 
The sum in (3.14) is 
(3.15) 
Proceeding much as in (3.3) with the first sum on the right, and using 
c ’ logi 
i-ccc 
T<oO 
in the second sum, one gets 
J&) == n' (1 - +j c' y + O(log x). 
3ss 
(3.16) 
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Moreover 
By using (2.21) on C l/K and C log K/K 
c ’ logj j - c P(i);log i 
i<z ilN 
(log; + O(l)j + $) ($- log2 T + O(1)) 
= + n (1 - $j log2 x 
PIN 
-Q+)loga;+ 0(x l ‘i”“3. 
ilN 
log i 
‘c -j- = ,zNy < gy & ; = 0 ((1% log 3Nj2j 
ilN 
where the appraisal by H, and (4.3) are used. 
By using Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 
’ logj c j -+(*-J-j log2 x + O{(log log 3N)2}. j<lp PIN 
By using this in (3.16) 
r,&n (1 -$jn’(1 -$jlogas+O((loglog3N)a+logx}. 
PIN 
By recalling the definition of J4r in (3.15) and using the above in (3.14) 
I,2w=+r$ -#I’(* -$j(l -&jiogax 
By using this and (3.13) in (3.10) 
+ O{(log log 3N)2 + log x>. 
J2&) = $5 (1 - +-I2 n’ (1 - $j2 (1 - &j log2 x 
+ O((log log 3ivx) log x + (log log 3N)2}. 
409/=/3-13 
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By recalling the definition of Jzl in (3.8) and using the above and (3.7) in 
(3.5) proves Theorem 2. 
4. Here two lemmas will be proved. 
LEMMA 4.1. If  N is square-free 
which leads to 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
PROOF OF LEMMA 4.1. As usual let A(n) I= logp if tt = pL and A(n) = 0 
otherwise so that 
log n = C A(j). 
ila 
Hence 
since (k, j) = I because N is square free. Hence 
Since p(j) A(j) is zero unless j == p, (4.1) is proved. 
To prove (4.2) from (4.1) it is sufficient to prove 
*o&T P 
c P 
- -. = O(log log IV) 
PIN 
(4.3) 
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because p - 1 > p/2. If w(N) = Y and pr , pa ,..., p, are the prime factors of 
N in increasing size 
Because log x/x is decreasing for x 3 3, if the sequence of all primes 2, 3, 5, 
7 ,... is denoted by , , ,... qr q2 q3 then 
But since 
c 
P<:2 
y = log x f O(1) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
c ~<logq,iO(l). (4.6) 
PIN 
For large r, qr < 2r log r, by a familiar elementary inequality. Hence 
c 9 < log w(N) + log log w(N) -I- O(1). 
PIN 
Using Lemma 2.3, (4.3) now follows and so (4.2) is proved. 
LEMMA 4.2. If N is square-free 
and 
c 
nlN 
‘@) y ’ = O{(log log N)*}. (4.8) 
PROOF OF LEMMA 4.2. If as in some elementary proofs of the prime num- 
ber theorem one defines 
A,(n) = 44 log n + c 4) 44 
jk-n 
(4.9) 
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with A(n) as in the proof of Lemma 4.1 then 
1/12(j) = log2 n. 
ipl 
Hence 
12 = c 
44 log2 n 
71 =c NN nlN 
+ ZAP(j) 
From (4.9) ,u( j) da(j) # 0 only ifj = p or ifj = p4 where p and 4 are prime 
numbers and 
P(P) A,(P) = - k2P, PL(P4) -42w = 2 log P 1% Q* 
This proves (4.7) if in the sum involving pq / N a product pq occurs both as 
pq and as qp. 
To prove (4.8) it suffices to prove 
log2 P I-F = O{(log log N)2} DIN 
and 
c 
PQlN 
log;7 q = O{(log log N)2}. 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
Since the left side of (4.11) is dominated by 
(4.11) is a consequence of (4.3). To prove (4.10) one gets much as in (4.4) 
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where K is a constant. But 
for some constant K. Proceeding as below (4.6), (4.10) now follows. 
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